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In December 1980, a permanent tripartite array of vertical,
short-period, seismic stations was installed on Mount Erebus
(Kienle et al. 1981). This array was expanded by two stations on
19 and 20 November 1981, when one station was added in the
saddle between Mount Erebus and Mount Terra Nova and
another near the summit of Mount Terror. All signals are radio-
telemetered continuously to Scott Base. In December 1981, a
local seismometer was installed in the vault of the Scott Base
station of the World Wide Standard Seismograph Network
(wwssN). Station locations, elevations, very-low-frequency (VLF)

transmitter frequencies, and the basic electronic layout of the
array are shown in figure 1. The Mount Erebus summit station
relays three different signals—one seismic channel, one acous-
tic channel to monitor explosive gas discharges from the vicinity
of the lava lake in the inner crater, and one experimental channel
that is being used to look for magnetic signals. These latter
signals might be expected if eruptions of conducting magma
pass through the Earth's static magnetic field. The sensor for
this experiment is a figure-eight induction loop laid out around
the summit crater. High- and low-gain data are recorded contin-
uously on a slow-speed magnetic tape recorder and on a single-
channel ink pen recorder at Scott Base.

The system has performed beyond our expectations for the
past 2 years, running unattended from December 1980 to the
end of July 1981, when the gel-cell batteries it uses ran down.
These cells were set up to be trickle-charged by solar panels,
and it was particularly gratifying to see the stations gradually
come back on the air in September 1981 as daylight increased
enough to recharge the batteries. During station servicing in
December 1981, the Erebus summit station, which had sus-
tained minor damage during the previous winter, was repaired;
the other two stations survived their first winter undamaged.
After servicing, the complete set of five stations operated con-
tinuously until 31 May 1982, when the Abbott station went off
the air. Bomb station stopped transmitting in mid-July. The
stations at Erebus summit, Hoopers Shoulder, and Mount Ter-
ror were still working as of 4 August 1982, according to Ross
Mason, the electronic technician at Scott Base. Mason also re-

ported that during an unusually bright twilight in early August,
Abbott and Bomb stations resumed transmission for a brief
period, indicating that exhausted batteries were the reason for
their earlier failures. During the depth of winter, temperatures
drop well below -40°C and wind speeds can exceed 80 knots on
the flanks of Mounts Erebus and Terror.

Seismicity on Mount Erebus has been quite high, usually
exceeding 10 events per day. The earthquakes typically occur in
swarms, a characteristic of the seismicity of active volcanic re-
gions. Particularly notable swarms took place in April and July
1981, when daily counts exceeded 100 and on one day exceeded
150. During such peaks of activity more than 20 events per hour
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Figure 1. Top: Locations, altitudes, and transmitter frequencies of
five permanent seismic stations on Mount Erebus and Mount Terror.
Bottom: Schematic block diagram of seismic system. S = seis-
mometer; AMP/VCO = amplifier/voltage controlled oscillator; XMTR =
transmitter; RCVR = receiver.
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Figure 2. Seismic and acoustic signatures of four volcanic eruptions. Vertical lines mark seconds. Gains are the same for all four events. Time
intervals marked by arrows on the sonic trace (events 412, 398) have been analyzed to obtain relative amplitude spectra.
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Figure 3. Epicenters for larger events recorded 10-22 December
1981. Stars represent earthquakes with infrasound (explosions?);
solid dots represent tectonic or other seismic events (icequakes?);
seismic stations shown as open squares.

are recorded. Earthquakes associated with swarms are charac-
terized by sharp onsets and wave codas of less than 10 seconds,
implying that the source region lies very close to the station.
Mason reported from Scott Base in August 1982 that an earth-
quake swarm lasting 3 days started about 10 July 1982, with
small tremors being recorded at a rate of one per minute.

The acoustic sensor on the summit crater rim of Mount
Erebus has been extremely valuable in helping distinguish vol-
canic explosions from tectonic earthquakes and from other seis-
mic sources, such as icequakes. Gas discharges and explosions
occur daily. Scientists camped at the summit hut typically hear
about 3-6 explosions of varying intensity per day. Sound
qualities range from "rumbles," through both "short and pro-
longed roars," to "sharp bangs." Infrasonic and seismic record-
ings of Erebus eruptions also show several distinctly different
signatures (figure 2). We are not sure of the absolute levels of
seismic and acoustic energy partitioning, but the signatures
nevertheless allow a crude classification of the eruptions. For
example, event 366 in figure 2 shows a strong seismic signal and
a very weak acoustic trace, while event 388 shows exactly the
opposite relationship. Events 413 and 398 have similar seismic
signatures but quite different infrasound amplitude spectra.
While the infrasound spectrum for event 413 has a relatively
sharp, high frequency cutoff at 2 hertz, event 398 contains
higher frequencies and the cutoff occurs at 7 hertz. We do not
yet understand the significance of these differences, but we
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believe they are related to the depth, energy release, and mech-
anism of various types of eruptions that are transitional be-
tween the two end members, that is, between less violent gas
emissions (roar, without explosive onset) and more violent,
sharp explosions (bang, explosive onset). These source charac-
teristics are being investigated by the New Zealand and Jap-
anese team members (e.g., Dibble 1981).

A positive correlation of signals seen on the figure-eight in-
duction loop with volcanic explosions has been noted. The
origin of these signals could be twofold: (1) eruption of con-
ducting magma or ionized gas in the Earth's static magnetic
field, and (2) expansion of the area enclosed by the wire loop as
the summit crater dilates during explosions. We do not know
yet which of these processes is more important. Unfortunately,
a volcanic bomb thrown beyond the crater rim during a large
explosion severed the wire in early December 1981, temporarily
suspending the induction experiment. The break was located
and repaired on 23 January 1982.

Earthquake location has thus far proved difficult because
larger magnitude local events that produce clear body-wave
arrivals at all stations are extremely rare. The local magnitude
range of events recorded in 1980-81 was as low as -0.5 to -2.8
(Dibble 1981). Typically, we can use only the four stations located
on Erebus, plus Abbott, Hoopers Shoulder, Bomb, and Summit
stations, to locate earthquakes. Terror and Scott Base stations
rarely registered useful information. Exact arrival times are
usually hard to determine because of the highly attenuated,
emergent onset of most of the signals. Another problem is the
ill-known velocity structure of Mount Erebus. On the basis of
teleseismic data, we have adopted 4.5 kilometers per second as
an average P-wave velocity from sea level to the summit. This
velocity was used to locate the selected events shown in figure
3. As expected, many of these better recorded events were
located centrally beneath the summit crater of Erebus, with
depths ranging from very near the surface to usually less than
3,000 meters below the summit crater. Two kinds of earthquakes
can be distinguished in figure 3—those with and those without

infrasound signals, the former representing explosions. There
is a tendency for the epicenter to scatter along an east-west
trend across the summit of Mount Erebus, parallel to the
Erebus-Terra Nova-Terrror volcanic axis. This trend was also
observed in the previous season (1980-81) (Takanami et al.
1981). The data suggest that the feeder dike or dikes of the
Mount Erebus lava lake may have an east-west orientation.

In summary, over the past 2 years we have observed a high
level of very-small-magnitude earthquake activity associated
with volcanic processes near the summit of Mount Erebus.
Swarm-type activity is typical. An unresolved question is
whether or not the few events occurring on the outer flanks of
the Erebus volcano are truly tectonic or are icequakes. Fang
Glacier may be the source of some of these events.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 79-23016. We are very much indebted to the Scott Base
personnel, in particular to Stan Whitfield and Ross Mason, who
have kept the recording system running through the winter
months. Special thanks must also go to the VXE-6 helicopter
crews who flew us to some rather hostile places. Bill McIntosh,
Kei Terai, Muneo Okayama, and Nick Cradock (New Zealand
Antarctic Research Program) were invaluable assistants.
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The anorthoclase phonolite magma lake at Mount Erebus has
been under surveillance since its discovery, by New Zealand
Antarctic Research Program (NZARP) personnel, during the
1972-73 austral summer field season (Giggenbach, Kyle, and
Lyon 1973). A summary of the volcanic activity up to and includ-
ing the 1976-77 field season was published recently (Kyle et al.
1982). Volcanic activity since 1976 has been summarized in vari-

ous reports in the New Zealand Volcanological Record, the Bulletin
of Volcanic Eruptions, and the Antarctic Journal of the U.S. (Kyle
1979, 1981; Kyle and McIntosh 1978).

Annual observations are made to record changes in the be-
havior and nature of the magma lake and to collect volcanic
ejecta for petrologic studies. Over the last 5 years, volcanic
activity has remained fairly constant. During observations be-
tween 3 and 13 December 1981, small strombolian explosions
continued at a frequency of four to six per day. The eruptions are
believed to originate from the active vent adjacent to the lake.
Many fresh volcanic bombs were found on the crater rim, sug-
gesting that the eruptions were the strongest observed in the
last 3 years. This may reflect an increase in distance between the
lip of the active vent and the underlying magma level.

Since 1976 the magma lake has remained fairly constant in
size. It is about 120 meters long and oval in shape, and it usually
shows a simple convection pattern, with magma welling up
from two centers about one-third of the way from each end.
Downwelling occurs around the edge of the lake and along a
zone roughly in the middle of the lake.

Although the surface area of the lake appears to have re-
mained constant, the level of the lake relative to the crater rim
appears to be descending slowly. Changes are difficult to moni-
tor but are estimated to be as much as 5-10 meters over the last 3
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